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W

hile the physical benefits of
playing sports are obvious,
there are other benefits
that can be just as important.
Studies show that teens who take part
in team sports are less likely to use
drugs and more likely to finish Year 12.

one for all

team sports develop the individual

By participating in team sports, or
any sport or group activity for that
My name
matter, you learn about the benefits
and rewards from setting goals, such
as the satisfaction in reaching them.

Celebrity
Health
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Interacting with friends and building
towards group goals can be a great
help for later in life when the ability
to work successfully as part of a
team is needed in the work place.
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with peers which helps build social skills
and confidence around other people.
This also improves communication
skills as you get used to working
closely with differing personalities.
By listening to and being guided by
a coach, you have another mentor
outside of the immediate family.
This can help build respect for other
mentoring figures such as teachers.

Team sports can also be an activity which
involves the whole family. Getting out
on the weekend with the whole mob
to a young one's game is a positive and
happy way to spend time together, and
young fellas get a big kick out of seeing
their parents and loved ones cheering
them on from the sidelines. So long as
you’re not cheering too fanatically!
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Sitting on the lounge all day playing video
games is no match for actual interaction

CELEBRITY HEALTH
CELEBRITY HEALTH

this month we
take to the footy
field to talk health
with essendon’s
young star nathan
lovett-Murray

HealtHy Mind

What kind of foods do you
eat to stay healthy?

always go to parties because you can’t be
out too late, you’ve got to get your sleep.

For footballers especially it’s important to eat lots
of pasta and rice. We also eat lots of vegies and
salads. For people just generally it’s important
not to eat too much junk food and to eat as much
healthy foods as you can. Also, drinking more
water and not too much soft drink is important.

Has being involved in sport
helped you stay clear of
cigarettes and drugs?

HealtHy Body

How does it make you feel when
you’re eating healthy foods?
It makes me feel deadly when I’m eating
healthy and I try to tell friends and family
about the importance of eating healthy
foods and looking after your body.

What sacrifices have
you had to make?
Well, I guess there’s a lot to do with your diet
and what you can and can’t eat, so you can’t
go out and eat junk food all the time. Then
there’s not drinking much alcohol. You can’t

Yeah, definitely. I got to an age when I was
a teenager where I had friends and cousins
who were sort of going down the wrong track
and doing all that. To be a footballer, I had
to go down the right track. That’s where I
had to make the decision and not really hang
around those people because I wanted to be a
footballer and I wanted to make it to the elite
level. So it was a decision that I had to make.

What’s your health tips
for young people?
I guess just doing 30 minutes of activity, two to
three times a week. Being active and not sitting
around on the coach watching TV all the time.
Getting out there and playing sports with your
mates and just getting involved in team sports.
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as choirs, acting, or dance groups can
be just as beneficial. Encouraging your
children to try a range of activities
develops a more-rounded person.

Health Help
don’t be shame. Visit
your local aMS if you
have a health problem
you need to discuss.

WHY do
I nEEd
An AmS?
Run by your community for your
community, your AMS offers you
culturally sensitive treatment from
your own mob and access to the
health care you need. So if you want
to live a healthier, happier life, visit
your communitycontrolled
AMS today.
To find out
where your
nearest AMS
is, call Miah
at Vibe on
1800 623 430.

vibe.com.au
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Activity 1
Nathan Lovett-Murray eats lots of pasta, rice, fruit and vegetables.
Draw your favourite healthy foods.

Why is it important for you to eat healthy foods?
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Activity 2
Reading for meaning
Read Celebrity Health on page 18
1. Nathan Lovett-Murray eats lots of noodles and rice.

□ True
□ False

2. He also eats lots of

□ junk food
□ vegetables
□ meat pies

3. Which of these is NOT one of Nathan’s healthy tips?

□ do 30 minutes of activity two to three times per week
□ eat more junk food
□ go out and play sport with your friends

Activity 3 Player profile
NATHAN LOVETTMURRAY

YOU

Date of birth

18/11/1982

Height

190cm

Weight

87kg

Where he started
playing sport

Heywood
Western Victoria

Favourite foods
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pasta
vegetables
salad
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